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What is DocuWare?

DocuWare provides cloud document management and workflow automation

software that enables you to digitise, secure and work with business documents,

then optimize the processes that power the core of your business.

By removing wasted time and uncertainty from your processes, your team is free to

focus on the work that drives productivity and profit. DocuWare is perfect for

distributed and remote teams that need to operate at full productivity.

Manage what matters in DocuWare, the smartest home for your documents.

Assisting your 

digital transformation

with DocuWare

Why choose Keeley Travis?

As approved DocuWare consultants in the North West, we have extensive

experience in ensuring DocuWare meets your precise needs. We aren't just a seller

- we provide support from the beginning right through the lifetime of your

DocuWare usage.

With an in-house qualified DocuWare System Consultant and access to external.

specialists, no project is beyond us, giving you the confidence to choose Keeley

Travis for your digital transformation. 

We approach every project with a fresh eye, treating your business as unique as it is

and producing a bespoke DocuWare set up that meets YOUR unique requirements.
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Saves time and money – on people, on document storage, on lost documents

Safe and secure – fully secure, GDPR compliant storage, accessible only to

nominated staff 

Centralised storage – easy to search, retrieve and edit documents, with all

amendments fully tracked

Automation – no human interaction required, saving time and human resources

No printing, email forwarding, ink, toner and paper purchase or off-site

document storage

Improved efficiencies, collaboration and job satisfaction in every department

Integrates with existing Finance, ERP, CRM, or HR software

We will help you to realise your business' full potential with a bespoke document

management solution, backed up with ongoing support and regular reviews – all

focused on improving profit and making your working life as easy as possible.

How will DocuWare really help my business?

The benefits of

document management
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One of the most common uses for DocuWare is within accounts departments, both

payable and receivable, not only for invoice handling but for providing an overall,

complete financial picture. 

To be truly agile a business needs each of its departments to be operating at peak

efficiency, not least its accounting department. The core processes of accounts

payable and receivable need to be secure and error free so a company knows

where it stands from a financial point of view at all times.

This is simply not achievable with manual, paper-based operations. Invoices need to

be matched with purchase orders, approvals can take too long and vital information

can go missing or take time to piece together. 

With a document management system you can avoid all these issues by going

paperless, replacing the manual processes with automated workflows, centralising

all documentation in digital format and, if required, integrating with existing systems. 

Your accounting department will be more efficient, information will be instantly

accessible, shareable and secure, you will have a complete picture of your financial

position whenever you need it. 

DocuWare for

Invoicing, Accounts &

Finance
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Save time by eliminating data entry

Take advantage of early payment discounts and save money

Eliminate problems with rapid responses

Full document control and instant search and retrieval

Meets the requirements of all regulatory bodies

Improves Return on Investment (ROI)

Limits risk of loss, damage, access, or theft of documents and is fully trackable

Access provided to users based on job role

Real-time version control with previous versions stored ensures users are

working with the most up-to-date documents

Automatic matching of invoices, purchase orders and delivery notes

Complete transparency and audit trails

Integration with thrid party software (accounting, stock control, ERP etc)

DocuWare for

Invoicing, Accounts &

Finance

Why do accounts departments use DocuWare?



Automatically recognise and file all incoming and outgoing invoices via email

and scanner using Intelligent Indexing, DocuWare’s full page character

recognition technology

Automatically match invoices to purchase orders and delivery notes

Validate invoices based on pre-defined business rules

Review invoices for coding and approval process

Produce task lists based on pre-defined rules 

Send payment approvals to authorised personnel only or automatically approve

based on pre-defined rules - reducing approval times from days or weeks to

minutes

Give access to data to approved personnel only – from the office or via mobile

device

Automate export of data to existing accounting/ERP system to avoid

duplication and error

Integrate with other existing systems such as email, team portals and CRMs

Automating invoice processes can provide a number of benefits to every business,

including saving hundreds of man hours in data entry, eliminating errors and

duplicate entries, speeding up approvals and improving security.

DocuWare will:
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Automated

Invoicing Processing



A bespoke solution to meet your exacting requirements

First class service with ongoing support from specifying your needs through

development to installation and beyond

Full training for nominated staff

Effective organisation and security of employee records is vital for every company.

A document management solution can centralise and secure records in a fully

GDPR compliant way and bring a new level of expertise and transparency to your

HR department.

And with DocuWare’s workflow automation you can streamline your HR processes

from recruiting to annual reviews and holiday booking.

Our document management solution will take your HR department paperless,

ensure privacy for your employees and ensure your business’ compliance, allow

staff to manage aspects of their own employee files and save you time and money.

Partnering with Keeley Travis to implement document management and workflow

automation in your human resources operation ensures you will receive:

Our document management solution is revolutionising not only internal departments

like HR and accounts but whole industries, including legal, education and healthcare.
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DocuWare for 

HR Departments
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DocuWare for 

HR Departments

Integration with the 365 platform (and others)

GDPR compliance and employee privacy

Access to information granted to only those who need it

Automated processes to free up HR staff time

Accessible information from anywhere on any device

Removes the need for manual data entry, reducing human error significantly

Employee self reliance increased – ie, holiday booking can be automated

without risk

Streamlines the employee management from hiring to training and reviews

Full audit trail for complete transparency to management and employees alike

Why do HR departments use DocuWare?
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The truth is any business of any size in any industry can benefit from a document

management solution like DocuWare.

Although DocuWare boasts a number of pre-configured solutions - for invoice

processing for example - it can be tailored to suit almost any document handling

task or workflow automation. 

We've outlined above how DocuWare can benefit accounting and HR but with our

expertise we can produce a solution to meet the requirements of all your paper

based business processes.

Over the next few pages we'll demonstrate just how wide ranging the benefits of a

secure, bespoke document management solution are. 

Which industries use Document Management Solutions?

DocuWare  by

Industry
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Whether road, rail, air or sea, maintaining tight margins and working to even tighter

timescales, while providing a professional service is a challenge for any transport

business.

With Keeley Travis you can implement a document management system that will

seamlessly integrate with your existing software applications to streamline the

business processes between warehousing, transport and logistics. 

It will automate your workflow - from order through transport and delivery to

invoicing and payment - and securely store your documentation in an instantly

accessible way; from anywhere, at any time.

Your remote workforce will have access to the documentation they need - including

Customs documents and bills of lading - from their mobile devices, reducing further

the need for paper based documents which can be easily lost or damaged.

With greater efficiency and improved service levels you can focus on taking your

business to even greater heights.

DocuWare for

Transport & Logistics
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DocuWare for

Warehousing &

Order Management

Businesses enjoy greater efficiencies and profitability and benefit from a real time

overview of the entire operation, from stock levels to profit and loss.

DocuWare gives businesses the ability to connect your business from end to end,

securely storing documentation and automating many of the manual processes

they endure. 

Specifically for warehousing and order management, DocuWare can handle tasks

associated with goods in, goods out, order processing, stock control and

warehouse management.

Paperwork is scanned to a digital format and stored securely, whilst electronic

documents can be stored with a single click, automatically indexed by our Intelligent

Indexing character recognition software for instant retrieval via search from the

office or remotely. 
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The legal profession is one of the most document heavy in the world. Case files,

emails, photographs, contracts, personal documents like ID and passports; all need

processing, storing and accessing in a secure and compliant manner. Not to

mention HR, accounts and other departments vital for running a legal business.

It's a monumental manual task but with a document management system legal

firms and solicitors can benefit from automated document storage and workflow

automation, leading to a more efficient and more profitable business.

DocuWare can integrate with existing case management software, providing

additional features such as tasks, alerts, version control and digital approvals and

ensuring the right documents reach ONLY the right people automatically.

And it can handle any type of document, including photographic and video evidence

files - vital to most legal cases.

It's easy to use, secure and cost effective.

DocuWare for  the

Legal Profession
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DocuWare for

Healthcare

The ongoing storage, processing and management of healthcare documents is a

logistical nightmare and with patient confidentiality and care a top priority its

effectiveness is key.

With DocuWare you can improve healthcare processes, efficiency, compliance and

profits - all by storing documents and information automatically. Not only that, you

will have instant access; anytime, anywhere.

Utilising document management software means private and public healthcare

professionals can create secure, electronic patient records, increasing security and

minimising the potential for lost information. 

With administrative tasks in hospitals, clinics, care homes and private practices

reduced, professionals are free to provide much improved patient care.
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The legal requirements surrounding data can apply immense pressure to schools

and colleges, so proper management of documentation is vital to satisfy the likes of

Ofsted and HSE, as well as deal with Right to Know Requests and meet the

provisions of the Higher Education Act.

From accounts, student records, HR and examination results, our document

management solutions will ensure total compliance and improve efficiency through

bespoke workflow management. 

GDPR and student privacy is maintained through strict user permissions, with

digitised documents accessible by only those who need it and senior figures given

higher levels for total transparency of the document processes.

Keeley Travis can partner with educational institutions to provide security, efficiency

and compliance in every area of their activities.

DocuWare for

Educational Institutions



By providing employees with secure, instant access to documents and automated

processes from wherever they are, local and regional government agencies will

improve operations in almost every department.

With DocuWare government will be able to provide a faster, easier and more

accurate public service.

Securing vital public records, running civic projects and programs, managing

procurement documents and fulfilling the needs of the people, all are covered with

DocuWare.

With this cost-effective solution councils can get rid of paperwork, save valuable

time and drive productivity through future-proof document management and

workflow automation.

Teams can make sure their area of the public sector runs smoothly even in the face

of increasing demands and limited resources.
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DocuWare for

Local & Regional Government
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What will I do with my existing paper documents?

As part of our service we will take all your paper documents, digitise them for you

and store them in accordance with the solution we create for you.

Frequently
Asked
Questions

Will there be a lot of disruption to my business?

Your solution can be ready in a matter of weeks with minimal disruption and, if

required, we will provide the training for your staff to make full use of it. 

Absolutely not. Working in collaboration with you and your staff to understand the

processes you have in place, then design a document management and workflow

solution that mirrors those processes in a digital and automated way. 

What if we need to change things in the future?

Not a problem. Keeley Travis provides ongoing support which will cover small

changes to your document solution, such as who has access, the addition of new

document types and similar requirements. 



TO LEARN MORE OR BOOK A FREE

DEMONSTRATION CALL TODAY ON

0161 683 4247

OR EMAIL

sales@keeley-travis.co.uk


